KAPOPOULOS
FINE ARTS
&

July 19 - September 8
2013
cordially invite you
to a summer art exhibition
of Christos Antonaropoulos
at Divani Apollon Palace
& Thalasso

The exhibition will take place
in the hotel’s lobby.
All artworks can be delivered worldwide.

Christos Antonaropoulos was born in Athens,
Greece on 1958
He lives and works mainly in Athens and rest of Europe
“… Pessoa says that our only wealth is to see. Philosophers
are in constant agony for the factitious or veracious nature
of the perceptible universe while poets have convinced us
that all things we see might have happened but neither have
they happened not are they the way we see them. It is naïve
and inexpedient to “name phenomena without precaution,
one rain, another tears” Our era however is fed on images. It
creates, inflicts and consumes images. It is a cataclysm of
restrictive versions of reality so photogenic and plausible
that there is no doubt in our minds for what for what our
eyes see. “I am the world” the television ruminates daily,
having as its irresistible ally its digital plasticity. We are its
accomplices who pretend and label our fantasies, the
illuminations of the screen, “facts”, like the chained
prisoners of the famous cave allegory in Plato's republic.
Fortunately enough there is always art with its magical
powers which gives new meaning to the world, creates new
realms, visible and invisible, and mocks what the we thinks
it knows. This is what Christos Antonarooulos achieves
with his new work he puts forward an new geography of
places, people, relations, objects not in the usual way, by
means of colors and shapes only. Through an impressive
and original technique he throws a veil of mystery of rather
reveals the shadows that still exist in images of weighed
value in the passing of time. He places our view within as
well as behind the frame, urging us to see in a different way,
Antonaropoulos turns into an iconoclast of the reflections
of popular culture. It looks as if he borrows scanning from
the past of television, transforming it into blinds that allow
us to take a quick glance at what our eyes have not seen.
Every incision and every section become a scar on the body
of our certainties. They become another, more charming
world, full of ripples but not sounds, whispers but not
screams, untold protests but not statements, thunderous
silences, thoughts and wishes eased by the night within and
without. Reality is depicted as a noir comic as if emerging
out of the pages of Hammett or Elroy or Capote. The look is
magnetized by the shinning color but it can swiftly see into
the darkness where it discovers a new world, an allusive,
symbolic, hallucinatory one. One thinks that one is about to
listen to – if not already listening to – the sob of a jazz
melody somewhere in the background. Even the language
is misled. Twilight, to be the light, non light. Yeats has
acknowledged that “we are all heaved to copy from
copies”. This might also stand for the viewing of all things
around us as well. Perhaps light like the one released from
Antonatopoulos΄s works, copies reality, turns the Caryatids
into top models of contemporary iconolatry, the dead Che
Guavara into the removed crucified figure of a defeated
revolution, the Last supper into a party of 12 from which
Judas is absent. Because Judas is on the other side. It is the
look that betrays us…”
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Kapopoulos Fine Arts
Mainstore:
94 Varis- Koropiou Avenue, Koropi
Golden Hall:
37A Kifisias Avenue, Marousi
Mykonos:
15 Enoplon Dinameon str., Chora Mykonos
Thessaloniki:
6 Morkentaou str., Center of Thessalonki

Information at Reception Desk

The technique of the exhibited artworks
is acrylic and pastel on a piece of plexiglass
placed on canvas, with electric light.

Telephone contact:
2106833048 (working hours 10:00-21:00)
2289027005 (working hours 21:00-02:00)
Email: info@kapopoulosart.gr

